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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

ALFA ROMEO
A L FE TTA GT/ GTV
by UMBERTO DI PAOLO
CONTENT:
This speedy and hot-blooded, wedge-formed sports car built by Giugiaro has been many a
driver’s dream during the 1970s and 1980s. It combined the legendary saloon’s technical
standard - actually qualified for motor-racing - with a racy coupé’s coachwork.
Alfa Romeo expert Umberto di Paolo has digged deep into the official archives, collecting
facts and figures on history and motorsports commitment of the GT and GTV models,
resulting in an outstanding volume on a subject rarely covered so far, endowed with splendid
photography.
THE AUTHOR:
Umberto di Paolo previously published the volumes on Alfa Romeo 75 and Alfa Arese - La
Fabbrica, the Alfa GT/GTV book will be his 8th publication on this subject.

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●256 pages
●
●
●more than 200

colour pictures

●
●
●hardbound with jacket
●
●
●trim size 245 x 290 mm
●
●
●retail price: € 39.95
●
●
●ISBN 978-3-95843●
●
●Publication:

January 2018

HEEL Verlag GmbH

Foreign Rights

k.michelberger@heel-verlag.de

Gut Pottscheidt

53639 Koenigswinter

s.becker-barth@heel-verlag.de

Germany
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TITLE INFORMATION
A LF A RO M E O A RE S E

LA FABBRICA
by UMBERTO DI PAOLO
CONTENT:
Having gained seldom access to the Alfa Romeo archives, the author of our recent title Alfa
Romeo 75 now presents the comprehensive story of the Arese plant, located about 12
kilometres northwest of Milan and simply called “la fabbrica”, with all the legendary models
built there from 1963 up to the end of the 1990s. At the peak of its production, the Italian
manufacturer engaged more than 20,000 employees there, who used to assemble 500 cars
a day.
Since its final close-down in 2005 it now houses the Museo Storico Alfa Romeo which is very
popular among Alfisti. Many unanswered questions remain such as why the plant had not
been modernized or substituted through a new construction. The upcoming title will provide
answers and close a gap, not only displaying a wealth of photos never published before, but
also telling the story of the people who once made Alfa great!

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●242 pages
●
●
●more than 200

colour pictures

●
●
●word count: 58,530
●
●
●hardbound with jacket
●
●
●trim size 245
●
●
●retail price: €

x 290 mm
49.95
●
●
●ISBN 978-3-95843-482-0
●
●
●Published May 2017

HEEL Verlag GmbH

Foreign Rights

k.michelberger@heel-verlag.de

Gut Pottscheidt

53639 Koenigswinter

s.becker-barth@heel-verlag.de

Germany
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

ALFA ROMEO
ANNUAL 2017
CONTENT:
In close cooperation with Alfa Romeo Heel Verlag presents the next annual, supplying
fascinating reports full of insider information on everything that happened around the
legendary automobile brand during 2017.
All the cars from the current and new model lines are presented within, complete with their
technical figures and specifications.
The Alfa Romeo Annuals published by Heel have turned into highly sought-after collectors’
items!

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●144 pages
●
●
●approx. 100

colour pictures

●
●
●hardbound
●
●
●trim size 215

x 302 mm

●
●
●retail price: € 18.00
●
●
●ISBN 978-3-95843-594-0
●
●
●Publication:

December 2017
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

LE G E N D A R Y
CA R S
O F T H E 19 7 0s & 1 98 0s
CONTENT:
A new quirky and colourful volume within our bestselling bargain book series covers the most
famous and popular cars built during the 1970s and 1980s.
Each chapter provides a brief introduction featuring the respective manufacturers and
continues by presenting a beautiful collection of legendary models, along with technical
specifications on construction periods, engines, cubic capacities and performance. For
anyone considering to one of these dream cars even current market prices are added where
available.
Stunning photography and the wealth of substantial information supplied make this wellpriced book a great gift for any automotive enthusiast!

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●256

pages

●
●
●approx. 300
●
●
●hardbound

colour photographs

●
●
●trim size: 222 x 275
●
●
●retail price € 9.99

mm

●
●
●ISBN 978-3-95843●
●
●Publication: March 2018

HEEL Verlag GmbH

Foreign Rights
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

MERCEDES-BENZ
SLK BUYER’S GUIDE
by TOBIAS ZOPOROWSKI
CONTENT:
The Mercedes SLK series was introduced in 1996 with a two-seated roadster, presenting the
world's first car with a ‘vario roof’ folding hard-top, a nice mix of coupe and roadster. By
launching this new model line, Mercedes successfully reinvented themselves as a
manufacturer of small, sporty roadsters promising sheer driving pleasure.
These days, a huge number of used SLKs are available at still reasonable purchase prices,
offering various optional extras, from air conditioning or seat heating to side air bags and
extended safety features. To help a potential buyer make the right choice he is well advised
to use this handy guide in order to find out about the particular strong points and
shortcomings of the model he is considering.

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●64 pages
●
●
●approx. 100

colour pictures

●
●
●paperback
●
●
●trim size 148

x 210 mm

●
●
●retail price: € 9.99
●
●
●ISBN 978-3-95843●
●
●Publication:

February 2018
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Foreign Rights
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TITLE INFORMATION
MERCEDES-BENZ 190
(W 201) BUYER’S GUIDE
All models from 1982 - 1993
by TOBIAS ZOPOROWSKI

CONTENT:
The Mercedes type 190, meanwhile one of the most popular modern classic cars, was
revolutionary in its time and actually laid the foundation for the nowadays best-selling
Mercedes-Benz model series: the C class. When launched in December 1982, it was the first
Mercedes model aimed at middle class drivers – especially challenging the BMW 3 series.
Comprehensive checklists assist potential buyers of a W 201 model built from 1982 to 1993
in comparing the particular strong points and shortcomings of these vehicles.
THE AUTHOR:
Tobias Zoporowski is an acknowledged technical journalist who has already written various
buyers guides on Porsche and Mercedes cars.

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●64 pages
●
●
●approx. 100
●
●
●word count:
●
●
●paperback

colour pictures
18,414

●
●
●trim size 148
●
●
●retail price: €

x 210 mm
9.99
●
ISBN
978-3-95843-421-9
●
●
●
●
●Published February 2017
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Foreign Rights
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TITLE INFORMATION
MERCEDES-BENZ

R 107/SL
by HERIBERT HOFNER
CONTENT:
The Mercedes-Benz R 107/SL model series, a 2-seat car with detachable roof, quickly
became a real trend-setter right after its launch in 1971, and stayed one of the longest single
series built by Mercedes up to its end in 1989.
This new volume, depicting the legendary roadster’s 18 years’ enduring story of success in
great detail, is based on exclusive information and photo material supplied by MercedesBenz, with especially commissioned photography!
The author, Heribert Hofner, is an acknowledged expert on Mercedes-Benz cars with more
than four decades of experience and over 25 books published on Mercedes-Benz, Audi,
Citroen and Trabant.

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●288 pages
●
●
●more than 200

colour pictures

●
●
●word count: 58,004
●
●
●hardbound with jacket
●
●
●trim size 245
●
●
●retail price: €

x 290 mm
39.95
●
ISBN
978-3-95843-422-6
●
●
●
●
●Published August 2017
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

TH E P O R S C H E 9 1 1
TRIVIA BOOK
CONTENT:
For all Porsche enthusiasts who want to test their personal or their friends’ knowledge on the
prestigious brand, here comes the ultimate test on Porsche history.
A collection of 100 tricky questions, covering the origin, evolution, technical configuration and
reputation of the legendary cars, are waiting to be answered by those who pretend to be true
aficionados.
Be prepared for the moment of truth – a great gift and a must have for all Porsche
enthusiasts!

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●64 pages
●
●
●approx. 100

colour pictures

●
●
●paperback
●
●
●trim size 148

x 210 mm

●
●
●retail price: € 14.99
●
●
●ISBN 978-3-95843●
●
●Publication:

March 2018
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Foreign Rights

k.michelberger@heel-verlag.de

Gut Pottscheidt

53639 Koenigswinter

s.becker-barth@heel-verlag.de

Germany
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TITLE INFORMATION

TRANSAXLE ERA
PORSCHE 924
by JAN-HENRIK MUCHE / in cooperation with P
PO
OR
RS
SC
CH
HE
E FFA
AH
HR
RE
ER
R
CONTENT:
The transaxle construction technique Porsche had introduced in 1965 meant a complete
innovation and initiated an extremely successful series of models such as 924, 928, 944 and
968 which became known as “rebels”, considered the perfect sports car by their aficionados
but damned as a meander in Porsche’s history by others.
This book, first volume of a new series handling the various transaxle models built by
Porsche, depicts the evolution of Porsche 924. This popular and highly sought after new
classic car plays a big part in this fascinating Era of which the special exhibition at the
Porsche Museum in Germany pays its tribute to.

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●192 pages
●
●
●more than 150

colour pictures

●
●
●word count: 38,494
●
●
●hardbound with jacket
●
●
●trim size 245
●
●
●retail price: €

x 290 mm
39.95
●
●
●ISBN 978-3-95843-498-1
●
●
●Published July 2017

HEEL Verlag GmbH

Foreign Rights

k.michelberger@heel-verlag.de

Gut Pottscheidt

53639 Koenigswinter

s.becker-barth@heel-verlag.de
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

VW SCIROCCO
by TOBIAS ZOPOROWSKI
CONTENT:
Within the well-established series on new classic cars this volume tells the complete story of
the VW Scirocco models which do enjoy a cult following throughout the world. Introduced in
1974 as ‘a hot new car as powerful as the desert wind it's named after’, it was also sold in
North America from 1975 on, with the engine options changing frequently over the years,
rising to global popularity during the years to come.
The beautifully layouted book will form a great gift for all VW and Scirocco enthusiasts, since
there is hardly any literature available featuring the evolution of the legendary sports coupés
in such an elaborate way.
THE AUTHOR:
Tobias Zoporowski is an acknowledged technical journalist who has already published
various buyers guides on classic German makes at HEEL Verlag. As a fortunate and proud
owner of a Scirocco II, he knows the car inside out and will provide a wealth of information
and unique photography.

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●128 pages
●
●
●approx. 100

colour/ b&w pictures

●
●
●hardbound
●
●
●trim size 220

x 275 mm

●
●
●retail price: € 16.99
●
●
●ISBN 978-3-95843-627-5
●
●
●Publication:

April 2018
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Foreign Rights
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION
50 YEARS OF
INNOVATION & STYLE
by FRANK DIETZ
CONTENT:
When Günther Irmscher (senior) first began converting vehicles for racing purposes almost
50 years ago, he could probably
probably never have imagined what this would develop into. Today
the worldwide operating company has established a reputation for innovative technology
combined with reliable engineering.
engineering In addition it also stands for quality, technical expertise
and experience in motorsport. World-famous drivers like Walter Röhrl, Sepp Haider and
Johnny Cecotto succeeded in vehicles customised and tuned by Irmscher .
This representative volume written by Opel expert Frank Dietz depicts the complete 50 years’
history of Irmscher,
r, providing profound
pro
background information plus a wealth of fascinating
photo material from the Irmscher archives.
THE AUTHOR:
Frank Dietz is an acknowledged writer of technical reference books. He has been working as
press spokesperson at numerous big automotive companies, one of them Opel.

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●176 pages
●
●
●more than 150

pictures

●
●
●hardbound with jacket
●
●
●trim size 245 x 290 mm
●
●
●retail price: € 29.95
●
●
●ISBN 978-3-95843●
●
●Publication:

March 2018

HEEL Verlag GmbH

Foreign Rights

k.michelberger@heel-verlag.de
verlag.de

Gut Pottscheidt

53639 Koenigswinter

s.becker-barth@heel-verlag.de

Germany

www.heel
www.heel-verlag.de
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

MOBILE HOMES A BUYERS GUIDE
by RANDOLF UNRUH
CONTENT:
This book pays tribute to the fact that mobile homes are becoming increasingly popular
because they are relatively inexpensive, can be built quickly and offer a great deal of
independence and adventure.
However if you are thinking of purchasing such a vehicle – at considerable acquisition costs
– it’s advisable to get some advice. Randolf Unruh is a long-time expert on everything
regarding mobile homes and provides a well-based overview on the current models which
are available on the market, analysing their configuration and respective prices against the
background of what potential buyers expect from their mobile home.
THE AUTHOR:
Randolf Unruh works has been working as a motoring journalist for years and has
specialized on the subject of mobile homes.

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●64 pages
●
●
●approx. 100

colour pictures

●
●
●paperback
●
●
●trim size 148

x 210 mm

●
●
●retail price: € 14.99
●
●
●ISBN 978-3-95843●
●
●Publication:

March 2018

HEEL Verlag GmbH

Foreign Rights

k.michelberger@heel-verlag.de

Gut Pottscheidt

53639 Koenigswinter

s.becker-barth@heel-verlag.de

Germany

www.heel-verlag.de
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TITLE INFORMATION

VW BUS T3
BUYER’S GUIDE
by TOBIAS ZOPOROWSKI
OWSKI

CONTENT:
This new buyers guide provides all the information potential buyers of a VW bus T3 need to
know to make a profound choice on their dream vehicle.
VW T3 models are in fact the last ones build with a rear engine, and, due to their versatility,
versatilit
are popular and sought after as never before.
THE AUTHOR:
Tobias Zoporowski is an acknowledged technical journalist who has already published
various buyers guides on classic German makes at HEEL Verlag.

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●64 pages
●
●
●approx. 100

colour pictures

●
●
●word count:
●
●
●paperback
●
●
●trim size 148
●
●
●retail price: €

x 210 mm
9.99
●
●
●ISBN 978-3-95843-562-9
●
●
●Published August 2017

HEEL Verlag GmbH

Foreign Rights

k.michelberger@heel-verlag.de
verlag.de

Gut Pottscheidt

53639 Koenigswinter

s.becker-barth@heel-verlag.de

Germany

www.heel
www.heel-verlag.de
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

OFFROAD
MANUAL
by ARNOLD CHRISTIANS
CONTENT:
Cross-country driving becomes more and more popular. People are anxious to test their own
and their vehicle’s abilities on crushed rock, in deep sand and passing rivers – essentially
away from paved roads!
This new book, written by a long-time experienced offroad instructor, provides the necessary
knowledge in order to safely get through the open country, displaying tips and tricks for
everyone interested. The ultimate bible for every off-road driver!
THE AUTHOR:
Since 1993 Arnold Christians is hooked on anything off road. He has taken part in
expeditions and desert rallyes and works as a certified offroad driving instructor, arranging
workshops and events through his own company OFF-TEC.

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●256 pages
●
●
●more than 200
●
●
●hardbound
●
●
●trim size 245

colour pictures

x 290 mm

●
●
●retail price: € 29.95
●
●
●ISBN 978-3-95843●
●
●Publication:

April 2018

HEEL Verlag GmbH

Foreign Rights

k.michelberger@heel-verlag.de

Gut Pottscheidt

53639 Koenigswinter

s.becker-barth@heel-verlag.de

Germany

www.heel-verlag.de
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

DÖTTINGER HÖHE
LEGENDARY NÜRBURGING SERVICE STATION
by AXEL VOGEL & HANS-JOACHIM RETTERATH
CONTENT:
The filling station at Nürburging race section “Döttinger Höhe” is a legendary meeting point of
all those ever infected by the ‘Green Hell’ since the beginnings of the famous race track.
Author Retterath runs the place third-generation now, and has managed to assemble a vast
compilation of memories and collectibles throughout the years, the earliest dating 90 years
ago.
This book offers the most amazing, staggering and incredible stories about drivers and their
fans, along with extraordinary photography never exhibited before!

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●176 pages
●
●
● many coloured
●
●
●hardbound
●
●
● trim size 215

and b&w-photographs

x 270 mm

●
●
● retail price: € 24.99
●
●
● ISBN 978-3-95843-597-1
●
●
●Publication:

spring 2018

HEEL Verlag GmbH

Foreign Rights

k.michelberger@heel-verlag.de

Gut Pottscheidt 53639 Koenigswinter Germany
s.becker-barth@heel-verlag.de
www.heel-verlag.de
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TITLE INFORMATION

JUNK YARD
by DIETER REBMANN & ROLAND LÖWISCH
CONTENT:
Near Los Angeles, at a place kept secret to most people throughout the years, there was a
unique luxury junk yard assembling such a vast amount of formerly most exclusive classic
cars as probably nowhere else ever seen before.
It is 20 years ago that our authors have been granted access to this place, being able to
capture their impression of automotive jewelry left to decay. Dream cars like Mercedes SL,
Porsche 356, Aston Martin, Maserati and Rolls Royce were waiting on a vast area of about
16.000 square metres for their further utilization on a film set, as second-hand cars or purely
to supply spare parts.
This stunning volume presents hitherto unpublished, brilliant contemporary pictures and
amazing details of an unrivaled treasure trove for automotive enthusiasts!

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●176 pages
●
●
● many coloured

and b&w-photographs

●
●
●hardbound with jacket
●
●
● trim size 245 x 290 mm
●
●
● retail price: € 29.95
●
●
● ISBN 978-3-95843-593-3
●
●
●Published

September 2017

HEEL Verlag GmbH

Foreign Rights

k.michelberger@heel-verlag.de

Gut Pottscheidt 53639 Koenigswinter Germany
s.becker-barth@heel-verlag.de
www.heel-verlag.de
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

JAPAN BIKES
by MAGGIE ZIMPEL
CONTENT:
Japanese motorcycles built from the 1970s until the 1990s do momentarily experience a real
revival. Retro is much sought after, even
even topped by true originals or customized versions.
A colourful fan scene has developed, from middle-aged
middle
“born-again”
again” riders to nostalgists and
hipsters, making purchase prices slowly but steadily rising.
This book starts by depicting the ‘Big
‘
Four’ (Honda,
da, Yamaha, Suzuki, Kawa), followed up by
the presentation of 16 models, each of them first in its original condition and, in addition, with
a number of modifications. It further provides helpful information on technical issues and
questions of registration,
n, along with news from inside the custom scene.
THE AUTHOR:
Maggie Zimpel is rooted in the bike scene since 1984, co-founder
co
of biker union,
union blogger and
editor-in-chief at Easyriders Europa.
Europa

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●180 pages
●
●
●more than 150
●
●
●hardbound
●
●
●trim size 245

colour pictures

x 290 mm

●
●
●retail price: € 29,95
●
●
●ISBN 978-3-95843●
●
●Publication:

April 2018

HEEL Verlag GmbH

Foreign Rights

k.michelberger@heel-verlag.de
rlag.de

Gut Pottscheidt

53639 Koenigswinter

s.becker-barth@heel-verlag.de

Germany

www.heel
www.heel-verlag.de
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TITLE INFORMATION

CLASSIC TRACTORS
TOP TRACTORS OF THE PAST DECADE
by UDO PAULITZ
CONTENT:
Germany’s most acclaimed author on tractors and other farmyard vehicles has compiled this
new volume on the most beautiful and impressive tractors build in Germany throughout the
past 100 years.
The book is equipped with splendid photography and provides detailed technical
specifications on engines, cubic capacity, power range and construction periods of all models
listed.

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●256

pages

●
●
●approx. 300 colour photographs
●
●
●word count: 78,986
●
●
●hardbound
●
●
●trim size: 222

x 275 mm

●
●
●retail price € 9.99
●
●
●ISBN 978-3-95843-590-2
●
●
●Published

September 2017

HEEL Verlag GmbH

Foreign Rights

k.michelberger@heel-verlag.de

Gut Pottscheidt

53639 Koenigswinter

s.becker-barth@heel-verlag.de

Germany

www.heel-verlag.de
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

THE DRILLING
by NORBERT KLUPS
CONTENT:
Among huntsmen, the triple-barrelled shotgun is one of the most favourite weapons, due to
its versatility. Often characterized as an universal weapon, this rifle guarantees that its owner
finds himself prepared for all kinds of encounters.
This book, endowed with many pictures and drawings, fits into an attractive slipcase and
provides everything there is to know on the multi-talented Drilling.
Further, upcoming volumes within the same series, will cover the musket, double rifle and
repeaters.
THE AUTHOR:
Norbert Klups, THE expert on guns in Germany, works for a number of specialized
magazines on hunting and guns since 1984. He is the author of twelve books on guns and
munitions so far and works as a shooting trainer and within the German examining board for
prospective huntsmen.

Rights all available
excl. English world

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●192 pages
●
●
● many coloured

photographs

●
●
●hardbound in slipcase
●
●
● trim size 240 x 285 mm
●
●
● retail price: € 49.95
●
●
● ISBN 978-3-95843-558-2
●
●
●Publication:

October 2017

HEEL Verlag GmbH

Foreign Rights

k.michelberger@heel-verlag.de

Gut Pottscheidt

53639 Koenigswinter

s.becker-barth@heel-verlag.de

Germany
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